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It is well-known that the homotopy type of a connected CW-space can be faithfully represented by a simplicial 
group [I]. Under the assumption that the space has only finitely many non-trivial homotopy groups, all of which 
are finite, we show that this simplicial group may be chosen such that its group of n-simplices is finite for each 
n 3 0. Copyright 0 1996 Elsevier Science Ltd 
Let X be a connected CW-space with n,(X) = 0 for n > c + 1. If c = 2 then the homotopy 
type of X is well-known to be faithfully represented by a Postnikov invariant s!’ in the 
cohomology group H3(n1X, n2X) (see [2]). The cohomology class & is in turn faithfully 
represented by a crossed module px: M + G with x1X z coker(p) and QX z ker(p) (see 
[3]). With a view to computer computations, Brown and Wensley [4, p. 671 have asked the 
following. 
Question. Suppose that c = 2 and that z,X is finite for n = 1,2. Can the crossed module 
,ux be chosen such that both M and G are finite groups? 
Loday has observed in [S, Lemma 2.21 that a crossed module is equivalent o a sim- 
plicial group whose Moore complex is of length one (the crossed module being the Moore 
complex). It is well-known that the representation (when c = 2) of the homotopy type of 
X by a crossed module extends (when c is arbitrary) to the representation of the homotopy 
type of X by a simplicial group whose Moore complex is of length c - 1 (see [ 11). Thus an 
affirmative answer to the question of Brown and Wensley is implied by the following 
theorem with c = 2. 
THEOREM. Suppose that each of the c non-trivial homotopy groups of X isjnite. Then the 
homotopy type of X is faithfully represented by a simplicial group (whose Moore complex is of 
length c - 1 and) whose group of n-simplices is jnite for each n > 0. 
Our proof of this theorem does not seem to generalize to a result for spaces with infinitely 
many finite (and no infinite) homotopy groups; we do not know whether such a space is 
always represented by a simplicial group in which each group of n-simplices is finite. 
Loday’s equivalence [5] between the homotopy category of simplicial groups with 
Moore complex of length n, and the homotopy category of cat”-groups is described 
algebraically in [6]. From this algebraic description it is clear that a simplicial group with 
a finite group of n-simplices has an associated cat”-group which is finite. Our theorem thus 
has the following immediate corollary. 
COROLLARY. Suppose that each of the c non-trivial homotopy groups of X isjnite. Then 
the homotopy type of X is represented by a finite caf-‘-group. 
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We give a straightforward proof of the theorem for the special case c = 2. We then give 
a more involved proof, valid for arbitrary c, which uses the connectivity result for simply 
connected simplicial groups due to Curtis Cl, Theorem 7.21, and a “nonabelian Dold-Kan 
theorem” due to Carrasco and Cegarra [7]. 
(A careful analysis of the proof shows that the following variant on the Theorem and 
Corollary also holds. Suppose that each of the c non-trivial homotopy groups ofX is a finite 
p-group (where p is a prime). Then the homotopy type of X is faithfully represented by 
a simplicial group whose group of n-simplices is a jnite p-group for each n > 0. It is also 
faithfully represented by a catc- ’ -group whose underlying group is a finite p-group.) 
A prooffor c = 2. Suppose that c = 2, and that rc,X is finite for n = 1,2. To prove the 
theorem in this case, it suffices to show that X can be represented by a finite crossed module. 
Recall that a morphism of crossed modules (1~ : M --f G) + (p’: M’ + G’) is a quasi- 
isomorphism if it induces isomorphisms coker (p) z coker($) and ker(p) z ker($). Let Q be 
a group and A a ZQ-module. Quasi-isomorphisms generate an equivalence relation on the 
set of crossed modules p: M + G with coker(p) = Q and ker(p) = A. The resulting equiva- 
lence classes are in one-one correspondence with the elements of H3(Q, A) (see [3], or for 
instance [8]). Hence, equivalent crossed modules represent he same homotopy type. 
Choose a generating set for rciX, and let Z be a wedge of circles, one circle for each 
generator. Construct a map f: Z + X such that the circles of Z represent he generators of 
rrrX, and then convert it into a fibration? Z + X with fibre F and Z homotopic to Z. The 
homomorphism xi1 : zIF --t nIZ, induced by the inclusion I : F + Z, is a crossed module 
representing the homotopy type of X (see ES]). Set M = qF, G = qZ, px = n, z : M -B G, 
and R = px(M). So QX = ker(p,) and rclX = G/R. We prove the theorem by constructing 
a quasi-isomorphism of crossed modules (,u~ : M -+ G) + @.I; : M’ --f G’) in which h4’ and G 
are finite groups. 
The crossed module axioms imply that ker(px) is central in M. The group R, being 
a subgroup of the free group G, is itself free. There is thus a non-canonical group-theoretic 
isomorphism 
M E x2X@R. (*) 
Let 4 denote the exponent of naX, and set M’ = M/CM, M] M*. The isomorphism (*) 
implies that 
M’ g xzX@(R/[R, R] R*). (**) 
Now the relation module R/CR, R] is a finitely generated abelian group. (To see this, note 
that G is finitely generated, and that the finiteness of G/R ensures that R is normally 
generated in G by a finite number of relators. Hence R/CR, R] is a finitely generated 
G/R-module, and thus a finitely generated abelian group.) It follows that R/CR, R]R*, and 
more importantly M’, are finite groups. Set G’ = G/CR, R] R* and note that G’ is finite since 
both G/R z G’/(R/[R, R]R*) and R/CR, R]R* are finite. The crossed module px clearly 
induces a crossed module structure pi: M + G’. Furthermore, the quotient homomor- 
phisms M-M’, G+G’ constitute a quasi-isomorphism (px : M + G) + (pi : M’ + G’). This 
proves the theorem for c = 2. q 
Proof for c > 2. Suppose that c 2 2 and that n,,X is finite for 1 6 n < c. Then X is 
homotopy equivalent o a finite CW-space, and so without loss of generality we assume that 
X is in fact a finite CW-space. The homotopy type of X is represented (as in [l, Theorem 
3.161) by a free simplicial group G, whose group of n-simplices G, (n 2 0) is freely generated 
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by the finite set of (n + l)-cells of X. To prove the theorem it suffices to construct 
a homomorphism of simplicial groups 4, : G, -+ G* such that & induces isomorphisms on 
homotopy groups (that is, 4, has to be a quasi-isomorphism), and such that the group of 
n-simplices Gi is finite for each n > 0. 
We shall first consider a special case: suppose for the moment that X is simply 
connected. Set k = 2’, let yk(Gn) denote the kth term of the lower central series of G,, and 
construct the quotient simplicial group Q, = G,/y,(G,) whose group of n-simplices is 
Q,, = G,/y,JG,). It follows from [l, Theorem 7.21, and the homotopy exact sequence of the 
fibration sequence yR(G*) H G,+ Q*, that the quotient simplicial homomorphism 
$, : G,+Q, is a quasi-isomorphism. Let trC(Q,) be the truncated simplicial group obtained 
from Q, by forgetting those groups Qn with n > c + 1. Let P, = coskc(trc(Q,)) be the 
simplicial group obtained by applying the c-coskeleton functor coskf to trC(Q,). (The 
functor cask’ is the right adjoint to tr’, and is described explicitly in [9, p. 121.) The 
canonical simplicial homomorphism Q, + P, is a quasi-isomorphism. Moreover, the 
Moore complex of P, is a complex of torsion-free, finitely generated, nilpotent groups 
(M*,6):M,+1~ME-+ ... +M,&M,_p ... -MO. 
(Each M, is finitely generated, torsion-free, and nilpotent since it is a subgroup of a finitely 
generated free nilpotent group.) The image of each 6, is normal in the kernel of 6,_ 1, and 
n,X z ker(b,_ #m(6,). It is shown in [7] that this complex is endowed with a collection of 
binary operations Mi x Mj + Mk such that the simplicial group P, can be reconstructed 
from the Moore complex and the operations. (See [lo] for a detailed explanation for the 
case when the Moore complex is of length two.) The Moore complex together with the 
binary operations is called a hyper-crossed complex. 
We shall construct a sequence of morphisms of hyper-crossed complexes 
(M,, 6) + (MO,, 6) -+ (M:, 6) + ... + (M”; ‘, 6) 
such that each morphism is a quasi-isomorphism (that is, it induces an isomorphism on the 
homology groups of the complex), and such that (M’; ‘, 6) is a complex of finite groups. 
Applying the functor from hyper-crossed complexes to simplicial groups described in [7], 
we will then have a sequence of quasi-isomorphisms of simplicial groups 
G,+Q,+P,+PO,+P:,+ . . . +f?-’ 
such that the group of n-simplices r)E,- ’ is finite for n >/ 0. This will prove the theorem for the 
current special case of simply connected X. 
We let Hb denote the nth homology group of the complex (M:, 6), 
The complex (MO,, 6) is the quotient of (M,, 6) in which MF+l = 1, Mz = 1, 
MFml = M,_1/6M,, and M,O = M, for n < c - 2. 
(M0,,6):1~1~M,_1/6M,-,M,_,~ ... -‘MO. 
The quotient morphism (M,, 6) -+ (MO,, 6) is clearly a quasi-isomorphism. 
For the moment, let q denote the exponent of 71,X. Let (MF- 1)q denote the subgroup of 
M:- 1 generated by all the qth powers. The complex (M:, 6) is the quotient of (MO,, 6) in 
which Micl = 1, ME = 1, Mf- 1 = M,O_,/(M,O_,)q, M,‘_, = M~_,/6(M~_,)q, MA = Mz for 
n < c - 3. So (M:, 6) has the form 
1 -+ 1 -+ M,O_ J(MfO_ 1)q + M,O_,/cS(M,O_ 1)q + M,“_ 3 -+ ... + M;. 
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The quotient morphism (MO,, 6) --f (M:, 6) clearly induces isomorphisms H,O z H,’ for 
n < c - 2. It induces an isomorphism H,“_ I E I$_ I because rrcX g Hz_ I is finite of expo- 
nent q, and 6MF-r is torsion-free. The morphism is thus a quasi-isomorphism. Note that 
Mf_ I is finite since it is a finitely generated nilpotent group in which every element has finite 
order. 
Now let q denote the product of the exponents of rr_ rX and M,‘- i. The complex (Mi, S) 
is the quotient of (Mi, 6) in which 
M,Z_ 2 = M,‘_ ,/(M,‘_ J” 
M:_ 3 = M,‘_ 3/8(M,1_2)q 
Mi=Mzforn<c-4. 
Again, the quotient morphism (M:, 6) -P (M:, 6) is a quasi-isomorphism since dMf_ 2 is 
torsion-free, and rr_ rX z Hi_, is finite of exponent q. Note that Mf_, is finite. 
The hyper-crossed complexes (Mi, 6) are constructed inductively in this fashion, with 
q at each stage equal to exp(rr_(+ ,X) x exp(Mi:f+ r). The finial complex (Mf+-l, 6) consists 
of finite groups, as required. 
Having proved the theorem for simply connected spaces X, we now suppose that rrrX is 
possibly non-trivial. The free simplicial group G, representing X admits a quotient sim- 
plicial homomorphism 8, : G, + B, such that iJ* induces an isomorphism xO(G,) g rcO(B.J, 
and such that rc,(B,) = 0 for n > 1. Let H, denote the kernel of 8,. Thus, H, represents the 
universal covering space of X. The index of H, in G, is equal to the order of rrc(G.,J g nlX. 
As above, there is a quotient homomorphism H, + Hk which is a quasi-isomorphism, 
and such that Hl is finite for n 2 0. Let K, denote the kernel of H, + H’,. Clearly, K, is 
a normal subgroup of G,. We can thus form the quotient simplicial group C:, = G,/K,. One 
readily observes that the quotient homomorphism G,+G:, is a quasi-isomorphism. Each 
G:, is finite of order IHkI IrcrXI. 0 
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